FRESHMEN VICTORS IN ANNUAL PULL

LARGE CROWD WATCHES ANNUAL FRESHMEN-SOPHOMORE CONTEST

Sophos Take to the Water After Hard Pull

Tuesday

After a short but hotly contested struggle last Friday afternoon, the Freshmen quite easily pulled the Sophomores to their side of the river in the annual tug-of-war for supremacy. The victory was doubly an achievement because the North side, on which the Sophomores pulled, was generally regarded as having the advantage of position.

A large crowd of both students and townsmen gathered on both banks of the river to witness the first of the twice weekly whistle pull. Twenty men pulled on each side as representatives of their respective classes. The Freshmen, wearing to the larger number because of the number who had chosen to have the heavier men, outweighing the Sophos by about five pound average. The usual frantic kicking and dirt throwing accompanied the displayings in the struggle. The Sophomores were a little quicker for the "pull-off" each side took up a fast or two of slack and then set their shoulders to the work for the remaining minutes of "holler-pulling." A large crowd of both students and townsmen were disconcerted from the first and on account of the pulling of the crowd from the river the speeches of their coaches. In seven minutes they were all in the river and, alas, they hung on gallantly all the way across, were soon pulled thru. The coaches for both sides were lining the banks and cheering; for these the Freshmen: Otispy, Bachman, and Irving.

JUNIORS CELEBRATE "PULL NIGHT" AT LAKESIDE INN

When the shadows of night descended and the warm moon smiled Lakeside Inn, he witnessed a spectacle which made even him laugh with delight. The "pull" was over. We had completed our task, and the Freshman had succeeded in beating the Sophomors, under the leadership of our faithful classmate. Why shouldn't we feel elated?

In this spirit the class of '25 collected at the rendezvous to enjoy, for. All decided that they were the "pull" was over. We shouldn't we feel elated?

FRESHMEN HOLD FIRST PARTY

AUGUST PULL

Jennie Park was a happy little girl a few good time from the Freshmen, aly chaperons, and Mr. and Mrs. Hollar gathered there to give vent to the pump and joy that were articulated them over since they came to Hope, and which reached a climax Game afternoon. To score a triumph as they did at the Pull would "pull" the Freshman class far above the river, and the president was followed and the president was needed when an instant of the institution upon which the Freshmen rules shall be in b Exceptions.

BULLETIN BOARD

Wednesday, Oct. 3rd.

5:00—6:00 Y. W. C. A. Meeting.

5:00—6:00 Student Volunteer.

Football—Hope vs. Junior College.

BALANCED RATION FOR GROWTH

Many things can not be measured with which to enjoy their repast in good season.

With gleeful hearts hope-ites all met on the college campus or on the streets of Holland without wearing shoes. A large crowd of both students and townsmen gathered there to give vent to the song and "Frosh" and "Sophs" under the leadership of the class. In this spirit, the class of '25 collected at the rendezvous to enjoy, and continue until Wednesday, Oct. 3rd.

"Pepper and salt" was added when an late lunch and sing, we found, upon Harvey served us, a soda pop, with a hair-resting story which we had long lived to hear. Yes you tell! Yea Seniors!

FRESHMEN RULES

No Freshman girl shall appear in the streets of Holland without wearing shoes. A large crowd of both students and townsmen gathered there to give vent to the song and "Frosh" and "Sophs" under the leadership of the class. In this spirit, the class of '25 collected at the rendezvous to enjoy, and continue until Wednesday, Oct. 3rd.

No Freshman rules shall be in effect on Society nights.

No Freshman rules shall be in effect on Sunday.

POSSIBLE VICTORY

HELP the football team.

HOPE PLANS BIG YEAR IN ATHLETICS
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FRESHMEN RULES

Last week at our main meeting the rules placed prominently on the bulletin board were:

1. Observe quiet hours 1—3 P.M.; 5—8 P.M.
2. Social hours 5—8 P.M.
3. Building must be kept clean.
4. Building must be kept clean.
5. No smoking in halls or reception room.
6. No electrical appliances of any kind allowed.
7. Person or persons, who, in the course of the evening, consistently violate these rules, shall be ejected from the House.

Flower, or to feel it in the swing of the spheres,—that would make our degree worth while. The knowledge for knowing is of more account than knowledge.

We find in our interests we must learn to enlarge our sympathies.

We find in our interests we must learn to enlarge our sympathies. We are going to make a success of this game of living in just as far as we are able to sympathize with another man's hopes and ambitions.

Let's get out of school and home and enter life.

The Orange and Blue

"Twaddly we wave Hope's banner, Orange and Blue;
To her fair, alias, symbols who?
And so be true;
Orange for Royalty, Blue for true Loyalty.

Flinting out the banner free! And singing "E'en so!"

Thus firsts the turn of our college song, leaving the symbolism of her colors and pledging eternal loyalty to the principles which they represent. The symbolism of her colors is worthy of a little thought. This color stands for Royalty—not the old, obsolete, aristocratic type that is sometimes associated with the idea of the Kaiser—but rather that to which you look for the Kingdom of the Mind—the Super-government of the World. This blue has long been held as the symbol of truth and loyalty. A combination—Orange and Blue—stands for the principles of love, honor, and truth—all that is good and beautiful.

All that more and less is the sentiment expressed in our beautiful college song.

Learn it—not merely the words, but also the sentiments behind them. We would like to see another such meeting pass by without such an appreciable effect as the other had.

Either because the song is not well known or the lack of interest in it, we have grown careless and are forgetting it. Our friends.—No college can stand for this.

The management desires the support of the Alumni body as a whole behind this branch of Athletics at Hope which calls for a proportional amount of sacrifice and effort, on the part of the men who participate, on any other branch; and it is only fair to say that 1928 that track will be "one of the four" at Hope.

SUBSCRIPTION COUPON

Harold Wierks, 3 E. 100th St.

Please mail order and pay my subscription thru the year 1924 which you will please send to

COUNT RUMFORD

Born Benjamin Thompson in Massachusetts, became a Tory, went to England, became Under- Secretary of the Colonies, Later, in Brazil, received a commission in the military department and was made Count Rumford. His scientific researches were limited to heat and pressure, being mainly devoted to scientific research. Founded the Rumford philanthropy at Harvard.

The General Electric Company, by continuous scientific research, has developed new and better ways of making electricity of use in the home, industry and commerce. We are proud to be associated with one of the foremost manufacturing companies in the world, and are grateful to it for its share in the development of our country and its progress.

He watched the oil pot as it boiled

Thousands of people had watched the boiling pot, but Count Rumford wondered why it boiled. He did more than wonder; by scientific research he found out for himself.

And Rumford laid the foundation of the greatest generalization the human mind has yet conceived—the law of the conservation of energy.

Scientists in the Research Laboratories of the General Electric Company are devoting their lives to pure research, carrying on the work of Rumford and other pioneers of modern science. By methodical investigation, the frontier of scientific knowledge is being pushed steadily forward.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

FOR YOUR NEXT HAIR CUT

The White Cross

Three experienced Barbers.

Cuts hotly desired.

CUT YOUR HAIR COLD OR SHAVE

The Author

ALUMNI NEWS

Hymen, God of Marriage was busy

George T. Kats who graduated in June, has been appointed to the Classics of Kalamazoo. This summer
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FOOT WEAR
S. Spietsma & Son, HOLLAND, MICH.

Get Your Eats for Society affairs
Molenaar & De Goede 14 East 8th St.

DU MZ BROS.
Dry Goods, Coats, Suits and Millinery.

HOLLAND, MICH.

Hair Cuts
Vander Flueggs Barber Shop
Cor. College Ave. and 6th St.

Strictly Sanitary.

DISEASES OF THE
EYE, EAR, NOSE
AND THROAT:

WEAR

Our Motto

Saturday 7 to 9 P. M.

St. and River Ave.

Citus. Phone 1208

Vander Floegs

Get This New
—the $3 Pen, almost like the

Office Hours—
the younger folks. The

lacquer-red Duofold with the

tiful fluted grip at a price that

— a brand-new, high-grade,

produced for the money.

MODEL LAUNDERY
97-99 E. 8th Stt. Cita. Phone 1442

Our Moto

Quality and Prompt Service

The Students Barber
CASPER BELT
Below Hotel Holland

Night Sittings by Appointment

The Lacey Studio
All Kinds of Copying & Engraving
P. S. 5538 19 E. St.

HOLLAND, Mich.

"Boy- Girls—Parenas"

Get This New
Schoolmate Today! $3

— the $3 Price—almost like the
EF Deere made especially for the

younger folks. The

"Parker D. Q."

A handsome new, high-grade, finishing black pen with a beauti-

ful solid gold nib and perfect balance. It won’t break your hand if you

do any hard writing. It can be surface washed in any cold water, and

will come out perfectly clean every time. Has 20-year guarantee.

The "Parker D. Q." in a gold tone is also giving the same satisfaction

at the marked price of $2.50.

Model Drug Store
6th St. and River Ave.

CAMPUS NEWS
A glorious summer it was—and an

especially wonderful one for us, for we

judge from the rather personal in-
dependent reports we received. All day

long, in fact, we must all have been impressed by the

several unusual and momentous occurrences that kept their

mark upon the history of the age. Many a day, the

newspapers were abuzz with

our private letters.

After everything has been said and
done, we’ve come back again to find

the improvements cited in ‘De Hope’

and ‘The Leader’ as being

nameless and noteworthy in recent years. The

interim reports, the ‘Scribner’ said, is like a missionaries’

palace. Yonkman was dazed as a bride

that is, with flowery—for a week.

From new law-novels to new

guides, every everywhere, everything

was introduced to a freshness and an exhilarat-
ing effect that indicate a wonderful

epoch in our own business careers.

How brave and well 

are these young ladies who have

so some of these new girls get all their

dates’ on their calendars. You see,

for many reasons a democracy’s the

best place to be. What say you, Van

Vickilton?

Now that these girls are known to
grow around the necks of the Fresh-
mens, we all sit up and take

notice. Sophomores were awakened on

Friday night, everybody gaped at the

revolving similitude of the wearers to

fifty-five little kittens who wore

green ribbons.

What shall we do, darling darling

Dee? Why, sweet little kittens, keep

on your ribbons.

Or we’ll all raise a balladillo.

Strange things happen, too.

There are three families represented here

and one is a union of four. In the

Freshmen there are two classes of twins,

twin girls and twin boys.

Many former students who have

missed a year or more have returned to

make Hope their Alma Mater.

Sometimes memory carries them back

in fact as well as in dreams. Then,

too, we miss several who were here

last year.

Of course, we are not at all sur-
pised at people’s memories—please-

ant and otherwise—if they hold as

well. The darling Packard girls, the

Freshmen and Sophomores are holding to-

ler so. According to latest reports
two Sophomores are twins.

The Freshmen and Sophomores are

—which he had not the power to

feature this season. The business

manager says he believes the course

will go over better than ever before.

COLLEGE STUDENTS AND THE
NEW CROSSES?

There is probably no word harder

worked in the colleges and universi-
ties today than “Vision.” And it is

because of this quest of vision that

students are thinking with a clarity, a

degree of penetration, an inclusive-

ness, and an animating force which

not characterize press and periodical

generations. Underneath a certain

simpler lightness engendered by the

beautiful, give-and-take of present day

campus life, there is developing and

spreading (which will stand the test

of the epoch) on which the world is en-

tering.

THE HOLLAND DRY GLEANERS
P. 1528 9 East 8th St.

Goods Called for and Delivered
Countrywide.

HOLLAND PHOTO SHOP
D. J. DU SAAR

KOPAK FINISHING
And FRAMES

Holland’s Foremost Eating Place
31 W. Eighth St.

Welcome back to Hope College.
Welcome back to Holland.
Welcome back to the Students Store.
You are always welcome here.
J. J. Rutgers Co.

The Name of New Houses
17 West 8th St.

"Holland’s Foremost Eating Place"

Home cooked meals
Quick Service
Cultural atmosphere.

SIMON HEEMSTRA / 24 Props.

DUKE'S CAFE

"Holland’s Foremost Eating Place"

Welcome back to Hope College.
Welcome back to Holland.
Welcome back to the Students Store.
You are always welcome here.

Harvy and Si invite you

THE IDEAL DRY CLEANERS
"The House of Service"
CLEANING and STEAM PRESSING
HOLLAND, MICH.

STECKETE-VAN HUIS PRINTING HOUSE
180 River Ave.
Holland, Mich.

"Say It With Printing"

Printed at

COMPLETE SERVICE
Dear Ed: Torr: Well here we are "back on the old job. Old if any," because it takes an old man to think up new jokes every week. To the new students I would say, that if any left home with the ambition of some day writing this column, let them start now. There is a bad habit in BOSTON RESTAURANT
H. HOFFMAN & SON, Proprietors
22 W. 8th St. Holland, Mich.

Van Tongeren's
Gym Shields 50c.
1.50 Padded Khaki Basketball Pants
Only 85c.

Fine Pianos and Players Victrolas and Records
FULL LINE 15c. SHEET MUSIC
at the
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
17 W. 8th St.

Stop and Shop
at the Huyser Market
CASH AND CARRY
208 River St.

Laugh at the Anchor Joke Column and grow fat on
JACK BLUES
RICH AND CREAMY Malted MILKS
JACK BLUE'S PLACE
126 East Eighth St.

Join Our College Club
Ask us about it.
Laughlin's Restaurant
72 East Eighth St.

Students!
For good service and real lunches stop at the
WAFFLE SHOP
Try our Special Nut Waffles. They were the one big hit with the summer visitors.
We still put up the biggest and finest Malted Milks in the city. We are still in the same stand next to the Western Union.
100 Percent American
G. Van Kolken, Prop.

AGENCY Whitmans Candies
MAGAZINES and NEWSPAPERS
Lindeborg's Students Drug Store
26 East 8th St.

Arctic Frost Bites
5 CENTS